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Design & Wine
•

Premium quality

•

Best possible closure

•

Stands out from the crowd

REI is the first German white wine that combines a
clear innovative look with premium quality. DREI
comes in a bottle with today’s best possible closure for vivid
and fresh white wines. The label stands out from the crowd
and simply tells you the most important things you need to
know.
So enjoy a good glass of great Riesling from the best Riesling
growing area in the world.

Tasting notes
alternative Darstellungsmöglichkeiten
für „dekorative“ Zwecke
DREI it yourself!
e could tell you all sorts of things what this wine
tastes like: juicy green apples, lime, even pineapple
has been mentioned several times. Not to forget the smell of
elderflower and rose petals.
We could also rave about its amazing texture and refreshing
mouth-watering acidity.
But if you’re serious about taste you probably want to judge
for yourself.

Favorite dish

•

Sauerkraut…

•

Good friends

his is the most exciting part: Match DREI with your
favorite dishes and tell us what you think.
We’ve enjoyed it with seafood barbeque and tried it of
course with Sauerkraut!
It tastes even better if you share it with good friends.

Best Serving temperature
25-35°C / 77°-95°F outside the bottle
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7°- 11°C / 45°-53°F inside the bottle
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Food recommendation
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Facts
Grape variety: Riesling
Quality: high
Production 2008 vintage: Limited
Taste: dry and crisp
Residual sugar: a little bit
Acidity: god-given, mouth-watering
Alcohol: 11,5 vol% (light enough to finish a bottle, strong
enough to feel it afterwards)

Winery
•

First mentioned in 862 AD

•

Award winning

•

Handcrafted wines

lthough DREI is a new idea, it’s been in the ‘planning
stages’ for almost 1200 years.
Behind us stands the award winning Weingut Staffelter Hof.
With a winemaking tradition since 862, the winery stands
for authentic handcrafted wines.
Visit www.staffelter-hof.de for more information.
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